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WHY THIS REPORT?
• This report is Yole’s second report on cloud computing. It follows directly the report “(x)PU: Highend CPU and GPU for Datacenter Applications” which was published in early 2020. It was focused
on high-performance computing and cloud gaming.
• The scope of this report is broader and considers most of the datacenter applications such as
social and media applications.
• The objective is to contribute to the understanding of the impact on computing chips which can be
found in datacenter servers of key trends, such as cloud computing, enterprise digitalization, 5G, AI
training and AI inference.

• This report provides an overview of computing hardware needed to accomplish several tasks such
as running complex algorithms and deep neural network training algorithms, as well as less complex
tasks which are massively widespread such as managing hardware virtualization or video
transcoding tasks.
• A technology focus is made on four main computing hardware units involved in such operations:
Central Processing Unit (CPU), Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), Programmable Logic Processor
(PLP) such as FPGAs and AI accelerators which are a specific type of Application-Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC).
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FOCUS ON SERVER CONTENT
Scope

Server

Processors

Configurable
SoC

Other
Acc.

AI acc.

Not
covered in
this report

Storage system

Rack

Switch*

Acc.

We focus on server computing in this report. We chose to focus on CPU, GPU, Programmable Logic Processor (FPGA and
configurable SoC) and AI-dedicated accelerators. Other accelerators which can be found in a datacenter, such as
networking chips, represent a significant part of the market with a specific ecosystem. It requires a specific study which was
not done in this report.
*There isn’t one chip for each server
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CLASSIFICATION OF PROCESSORS
Accelerators

Vision processor

Targeted in this report
PLP

A SoC contains multiple integrated units made of cores

Programmable
logic processors

Application processor
APU

Configurable SoC

VP

CPU
AI accelerators

Microprocessor

Artificial intelligence
Accelerators

MPU

Microcontroller
MCU

Graphics processing unit
GPU

Digital Signal Processor

Field-programmable
gate arrays
FPGA

DSP

GPU
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KEY FEATURES OF REPORT
• Datacenter application trend and impact on device market
• Market forecast 2019 – 2025 by type of IC, units, revenues and associated ASP
• Technology segmentation and associated trends

• CPU, GPU, Programmable Logic Processor (PLP) and AI accelerators technology description and
key products analysis
• Cloud computing description and analysis
• Impact of technology transition in datacenter business such as 5G
• Impact of rising constraints such as power consumption
• Ecosystem description from foundries to final application
• M&A, strategy analysis and competition landscape of key players

• Geostrategic analysis
• Technology and Trends : GPU, PLP and AI accelerators
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REPORT METHODOLOGIES & DEFINITIONS
Yole Développement’s market forecast model is based on the matching of several sources:

Preexisting
information

Market
Volume (in Munits)
ASP (in $)
Revenue (in $M)

Information
aggregation
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COMPANIES CITED IN THIS REPORT
Achronix, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), Alibaba Group, Ampere Computing, Apple,
Akamai, ARM, Atos, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Baidu, Bull, Cerebras, Cisco,
Compal, Cray, Deezer, Digital Reality, Dell, Electronic Arts, Equinix, Esperanto
Technologies, Facebook, Fujitsu, Global Foxcom, GlobalFoundries (GF), Google,
Graphcore, Groq, HiSilicon, Hitachi, Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), Huawei, IBM,
Intel, Inventec, Inspur, Kalray, Lattice Semiconductor, Lenovo, Lightmatter, Marvell,
Mellanox, Microchip, Microsoft Azure, Mipsology, NEC, Netflix, NTT Communications,
Nvidia, Oracle, Penguin Computing, Pezy Computing, Quanta Cloud Technology
(QCT), Quality Technology Services (QTS), Qualcomm, Quanta Computer, Rackspace,
Samsung, Sabey Data Centers, SAP, Semiconductor Manufacturing International
Corporation (SMIC), Socionext, Sony, Spotify, STMicroelectronics (STM), Sugon,
SuperMicro, Tencent, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC), Twitter,
Xilinx, Weibo, and more
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DEFINITIONS OF CHIPS
Microprocessor
MPU

Microprocessor (MPU) – A generalpurpose discrete processor optimized
for raw scalar performance. A Central
Processing Unit (CPU) is a
microprocessor used in a computer.

Programmable
Logic Processors
Field-Programmable
Gate Arrays

Configurable SoC

Microcontroller
MCU

Application Processor
APU

Microcontroller (MCU) – A highly
cost, power, and area optimized
processor for use in very resource
constrained systems.

Applications Processor
(AP) – A processor optimized
through integrated resources
for rich performance in mobile
and similar moderately
constrained systems.

Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) – A
processor optimized for realDigital Signal Processor time signal processing.

Programmable Logic Processor (PLD) – A class of digitally
configurable ICs including CPLD, FPGA and configurable SoC.
• A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is a configurable
processor with a very high gate and interconnect count, capable of
reconfiguration even after system installation.
• A Configurable System-on-Chip (configurable SoC or cSoC) is
a hybrid processor with the integrated core design strategy of an
SoC paired with configurable logic.

Accelerators

Graphics Processing Unit

Vision Processor

Acceleration Coprocessors – A group of processors optimized for
system performance by offloading and accelerating specific classes of
software algorithms from the primary processor.

• Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) – A coprocessor optimized for
graphics and capable of general-purpose parallel processing acceleration.
• AI and Vision Accelerator – A coprocessor optimized for neural
networking and similar algorithms commonly used in applications such as
vision processing.
• Other Accelerators – The overall group of acceleration processors
excluding graphics and AI coprocessors.

DSP

More complete definitions
are provided in appendix

Artificial Intelligence
accelerators
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SEGMENTATION FOR THE MARKET TRENDS ANALYSIS
High-end

Computing for data
transfer, networking
and dedicated
content and ads

High performance
computing

Computing for
data management
Social

Computing for
heavy computation
algorithms

Media

Storage and enterprise
digitalization
Low-end

Computing for data
transfer and
networking
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TYPES OF DATACENTERS

Cloud computing
Datacenter
Supercomputer

Edge cloud
Network or Fog
On-premise, edge datacenter

Covers an urban area (LAN & WAN)
Data generation
•
•
•

Data generation
Pre-treatment
Data compression

•
•

Data analysis
Real time data computing

Small and distributed datacenter which provides a resource-dense
midpoint between edge devices and the centralized cloud. It can
provide low roundtrip latencies of typically 5-10ms.
With edge datacenters, only a part of the data is transmitted to the
cloud (regional + international).This data is carefully split, according to
the current utilization of resources:
•
Application data which requires very low latency
•
Applications which generate much data and require very little
computation capacity (computing at the edge is cheaper and
doesn’t saturate the bandwidth)

Regional
datacenters

Covers a country/a part
of a continent
•
•
•

Central
datacenters

Covers the world

Massive data treatment
Global analysis
Data warehouse

Centralized datacenters are farthest from the network
edge, but they offer a greater density of compute
storage and networking resources.
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DEFINITIONS
• Cloud computing is a paradigm that allows ondemand network access to shared computing resources.
It provides easy scalability.
• Hardware virtualization refers to the creation of a
virtual machine that acts like a real computer with its
own operating system. In a cloud computing context,
servers are virtualized and distributed as required.
Some threads of hardware CPUs are allocated to each
virtual server.

Virtual server

• Colocation or server housing refers to the externalization of a
company’s servers into an external datacenter dedicated to server housing.
The company can still manage, buy, and install its own servers (or rent
servers provided by the colocation provider), but they are not physically on
the company’s property. Many companies are using this service because
managing servers has huge security and cooling implications, with large
technical and financial investments.
• Hyperscale datacenter refers to a computer architecture’s ability to scale
hugely and quickly in order to respond to increasing demand.

Virtual server

Virtual server

Virtual server

Hypervisor
OS
Hardware

Colocation is the business model of many
companies. It requires a very high level of security, a
huge investment in cooling systems and a very quick
internet connection. They are often situated close to
submarine optic cable.
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THREE PERSPECTIVES OF SERVER CHIPS
Artificial
Intelligence

Application trend

Bandwidth

Social
networks

Enterprise
digitalization

Three
perspectives
by which to
view servers.

Opportunities
and constraints

5G

Latency

Server ICs
Energy
consumption

Media
platforms

CPU
GPU
PLP and FPGAs

Technologies

AI accelerators
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DEFINITION - ON-PREMISE VS. CLOUD COMPUTING
Control over value chain
and independence

Need for
internal skills
and high
investment

Value
outsourced

On-premise

IaaS

PaaS

SaaS

Application

Application

Application

Application

Data

Data

Data

Data

Runtime (with libraries)

Runtime (with libraries)

Runtime (with libraries)

Runtime (with libraries)

Middleware

Middleware

Middleware

Middleware

OS

OS

OS

OS

Virtualization

Virtualization

Virtualization

Virtualization

Servers

Servers

Servers

Servers

Storage

Storage

Storage

Storage

Networking

Networking

Networking

Networking

Migrate to it

Built on it

Construct your
own solution

Infrastructure acquisition and
maintenance outsourced

The client manages

The cloud provider
manages

Higher price for
the service

Developer team and
software application
maintenance outsourced

Consume
System administration and low-level
software (runtime, libraries, middleware)
maintenance outsourced
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CURRENT AND FUTURE KEY DATACENTER CHALLENGES
High requirements

Technical breakthroughs

0 Failure
objective

It implies high reliability and total redundancy (internet connection,
power, cables, hardware capacity, cooling systems,…). Each failure
could cost from tens of thousand to millions of dollars, according to
the size and data availability requirements of businesses. Measure
with datacenter tiers.

All level
redundancy

Redundancy is needed at all levels to provide a maximum level of
resilience.

High level of
security

Both top cybersecurity level and near military physical security level.

High density

To store and process more and more data in a fixed volume.

High
bandwidth
internet
connection

Very reliable internet connection and very high bandwidth (often
similar to submarine communications cable). It is needed to allow
for high data flow.

High cooling
capacities

Advanced and energy efficient cooling solutions are needed.

High storage
capacity

Need to store more and more data

Low power
consumption

Lots of energy is needed to power all the infrastructure. In this
context managing and optimizing power consumption is critical.

Memory
bottleneck

Lifespan and
Maintenance

Optimizing data flow between memory and processing units.
Bringing them as close together as possible. Near- or in-memory
computing could be a possibility.

Easy and efficient maintenance increases resilience, and long
lifespan decreases costs.
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REDUCING POWER CONSUMPTION IS A KEY TREND
Today datacenters use more than 200 TWh each year. This represents half of the
electricity used for transport worldwide, and around 1% of global electricity
demand.
Since 2010, global workloads and compute instances increased by more than a
factor of x, and the storage capacity multiplied by more than x. But contrary to
expectation, power consumption didn’t linearly follow this increase, and the
global electricity consumption increased only by roughly x%. This performance
can be explained by many innovations in processor efficiency and a huge
decrease in watts per terabyte used for storage and by the spread of energyefficient datacenters, such as today's hyper-scale datacenters. These
considerations increased in importance in the last years and several innovations
have enabled this limit in global energy consumption.
But in the next 3 / 4 years global datacenter instances are expected to double
and the amount of data stored will also continue to rise. To continue to limit the
global datacenter energy consumption to prevent it from shadowing the
increases, this topic will continue to stay central and vital, particularly with the
current rising concern about climate change. This particularly concerns
computing efficiency as servers represent half of datacenter power
consumption.
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FORECAST 2019-2025
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APPLICATION TRENDS AND IMPACT ON DEVICE MARKET
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
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ECOSYSTEM
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M&A, COMPETITION AND GEOSTRATECIC ANALYSIS
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YOLE DEVELOPMENT RELATED REPORTS
Yole Développement
Cameras and Computing for
Surveillance and Security 2020

Artificial Intelligence
Computing for Automotive

Contact our
Sales Team
for more
information

(x)PU: High-End CPU and GPU
for Datacenter Applications 2020
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YOLE DEVELOPMENT RELATED REPORTS
System Plus Consulting

Contact our
Sales Team
for more
information

Intel Foveros 3D Packaging
Technology
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HOW TO USE OUR DATA?
Yole Group of Companies, including Yole Développement,
System Plus Consulting and PISEO, are pleased to provide
you a glimpse of our accumulated knowledge.
We invite you to share our data with your own network,
within your presentations, press releases, dedicated
articles and more, but you first need approval from Yole
Public Relations department.
If you are interested, feel free to contact us right now!
We will also be more than happy to give you updated data
and appropriate formats.
Your contact: Sandrine Leroy, Dir. Public Relations
Email: leroy@yole.fr
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CONTACTS
REPORTS, MONITORS & TRACKS
Western US & Canada
Steve Laferriere - steve.laferriere@yole.fr
+ 1 310 600 8267
Eastern US & Canada
Chris Youman - chris.youman@yole.fr
+1 919 607 9839
Europe and RoW
Lizzie Levenez - lizzie.levenez@yole.fr
+49 15 123 544 182
Benelux, UK & Spain
Marine Wybranietz - marine.wybranietz@yole.fr
+49 69 96 21 76 78

›

›

India and RoA
Takashi Onozawa - takashi.onozawa@yole.fr
+81 80 4371 4887
Greater China
Mavis Wang - mavis.wang@yole.fr
+886 979 336 809 +86 136 6156 6824
Korea
Peter Ok - peter.ok@yole.fr
+82 10 4089 0233

FINANCIAL SERVICES

CUSTOM PROJECT SERVICES

Jean-Christophe Eloy - eloy@yole.fr
+33 4 72 83 01 80

›

Ivan Donaldson - ivan.donaldson@yole.fr
+1 208 850 3914

Japan
Miho Ohtake - miho.ohtake@yole.fr
+81 34 4059 204
Japan and Singapore
Itsuyo Oshiba - itsuyo.oshiba@yole.fr
+81 80 3577 3042
Japan
Toru Hosaka – toru.hosaka@yole.fr
+81 90 1775 3866

GENERAL

Jérome Azémar, Yole Développement jerome.azemar@yole.fr - +33 6 27 68 69 33

› Julie Coulon, System Plus Consulting jcoulon@systemplus.fr - +33 2 72 17 89 85

›

Camille Veyrier, Marketing & Communication
camille.veyrier@yole.fr - +33 472 83 01 01
›
Sandrine Leroy, Public Relations
sandrine.leroy@yole.fr - +33 4 72 83 01 89

›

General inquiries: info@yole.fr - +33 4 72 83 01 80
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